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Webbing:
Manageable Mobile Roaming for Global Businesses

Webbing enables disruptive data roaming in more than 170 countries
Webbing’s Spot global hotspot and accompanying Management Platform deliver a cost-effective and manageable
mobile roaming solution for global businesses. With Webbing, enterprises can drastically reduce their overall spend
on telecom services for international travelers while delivering state-of-the-art 4G LTE performance and security.
Sandvine’s Virtual Series plays a key role in providing data and policy control to the Webbing Management Platform,
which gives businesses real-time visibility into travelers’ usage via a cloud-based mobile device management
platform, and lets them implement management policies to control costs and ensure appropriate usage.

Behind-the-Scenes

Know Your Customers

Real Versatility

Webbing has deployed the Sandvine
Virtual Series – the completely
virtualized version of the Sandvine
platform – in multiple datacenters
around the world.

In 2015, Webbing used Sandvine’s
business intelligence products to
conduct an analysis of the data
usage habits of their customer base.

“The flexibility of the Sandvine Virtual
Series also allowed us to demo, trial
and deploy our desired solution 100%
remotely. We are excited about how
Sandvine’s Virtual Series will easily
scale with the future growth of our
customer base and their bandwidth
requirements.”

The flexibility afforded by this
virtualized solution means Webbing
can quickly and cost-effectively
scale up deployments as required.

The results revealed a number of
interesting details about business
roaming, and allowed Webbing to
create new products and services.

- Noam Lando
CEO

About Webbing
Founded in early 2010, with offices in Tel-Aviv, New York and Hong-Kong, Webbing is a
mobile virtual network operator (MVNO) who enables enterprise mobility and unified
communications for business travelers by providing a dependable and secured Internet
connection across multiple devices, well below the market price, in over 170 countries.
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